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Comparison EuroCave : Première Pure Revelation
COMPARISON

EUROCAVE: Première, Pure and Revelation

Design

Kind of product

Wine cabinet

Wine cabinet

Wine cabinet

Variety of products within the range

3

8

4

Door finishing

Solid door with black, silver or red frame
Glass door with black, silver or red frame

Solid door, glass door with black, silver, stainless steel frame (only
Large model), Black Piano or Full Glass

Glass door with stainless steel frame (only Large model), Black Piano or
Full Glass

Handle

Handle included in door frame > sobriety

Handle included in door frame or Removable handle with glass
finishing (Full Glass and Black Piano doors only)

Handle included in door frame Removable handle with glass finishing (Full
Glass and Black Piano doors only)

Lock

centered : practical and aesthetical in case of reversibility or side-by-side
cabinets

centered : practical and aesthetical in case of reversibility or sideby-side cabinets (except solid and glass door)

centered : practical and aesthetical in case of reversibility or side-by-side
cabinets (except solid and glass door)

External panels

Stratified, high pressure.
Stratified, high pressure.
Protection against crack, impact, abrasion, scratch, heat, moisture
Protection against crack, impact, abrasion, scratch, heat, moisture resistant
resistant

Stratified, high pressure.
Protection against crack, impact, abrasion, scratch, heat, moisture
resistant

Lateral intern panels

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Shelves fixing system

Very large choice of shelves fixing thanks to rack-shelves, on the height of
the cabinet body > tailored interior layout and very modular

Very large choice of shelves fixing thanks to rack-shelves, on the
height of the cabinet body > tailored interior layout and very
modular

Very large choice of shelves fixing thanks to rack-shelves, on the height of
the cabinet body > tailored interior layout and very modular

Cooling system

Static cooling. Temperature homogeneity for a perfect preservation of the
Static cold with air fan
bottles
Temperature homogeneity for a perfect preservation of the bottles
Meticulous
Developed by EuroCave
One of the features of the brand

Control panel finishings

Meticulous
Developed by EuroCave
One of the features of the brand

Static cold with air fan
Temperature homogeneity for a perfect preservation of the bottles
Meticulous
Developed by EuroCave
One of the features of the brand
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Control panel finishings

Screen display

White colour designed and refined display

Amber colour
Aesthetic and the color is closed to the inside light for a perfect
harmonisation, especially with glass door

Amber colour
Aesthetic and the color is closed to the inside light for a perfect
harmonisation, especially with glass door

Panel control use

Simple. Touch buttons

User friendly, touch buttons
Easy comprehension of the cabinet use and functionalities

User friendly, touch buttons
Easy comprehension of the cabinet use and functionalities

Temperature setting range

9 - 15°C / 48-59°F
Maturing cabinet

Maturing cabinet 1T: 5 - 20 °C / 41-68°F
Serving cabinet MT: 5°- 22°C / 41-77°F
Multifonctions cabinet 3T: 9°- 22 °C / 48-77°F

Maturing cabinet 1T : 5 - 20 °C / 41-68°F
Serving cabinet MT: 5- 22°C / 41-77°F

Humidity display

No

Yes
Immediate visualisation of the humidity rate inside the cabinet

Yes
Immediate visualisation of the humidity rate inside the cabinet

Humidity collector rearward

No

Yes, in 1-temperature cabinets
Thanks to this case the air keeps its humidity (because the cold
production dries up the air)

Yes, in 1-temperature cabinets
Thanks to this case the air keeps its humidity (because the cold production
dries up the air)

Charcoal filter

Yes
It protects from bad odours like mould coming from the cellar (closed and
damp atmosphere)

Yes
It protects from bad odours like mould coming from the cellar
(closed and damp atmosphere)

Yes
It protects from bad odours like mould coming from the cellar (closed and
damp atmosphere)

Charcoal filter counter

No

Yes
The user is informed of the days left before changing the charcoal
filter
He doesn't need to remember when he last changed it

Yes
The user is informed of the days left before changing the charcoal filter
He doesn't need to remember when he last changed it

Temperature alarm

Yes
Visual and audible alarm - (If the temperature is 6°C above or below the
temperature setting, for over 18 hours)
The user should check the functioning of his cellar

Yes
Visual alarm - The user should check the functioning of his cellar

Yes
Visual alarm - The user should check the functioning of his cellar

Sensor fault alarm

No

Yes

Yes

Humidity level alarm

No

Yes
The user should check the functioning of his cellar. And if needed
he can add water in the clay marbles case

Yes
The user should check the functioning of his cellar. And if needed he can
add water in the clay marbles case

Charcoal filter alarm

No

Yes
The user is informed when the charcoal filter has to be changed

Yes
The user is informed when the charcoal filter has to be changed

Door open alarm

No

Yes
Visual and audible. Thanks to the sensor which detects that the
door is closed. After 10 min the cold production stops

Yes
Visual and audible. Thanks to the sensor which detects that the door is
closed. After 10 min the cold production stops

Lighting system

Yes
Removable lighting system with 4 white LED
2 uses: Light atmosphere lighting (with glass door) or reading lamp

Yes
2 amber leds + light band option
Quick bottles visualisation
Bottles highlighting
The cellar is turned into a product the consumer expose

Yes
2 amber leds + light band
Quick bottles visualisation
Bottles highlighting
The cellar is turned into a product the consumer expose
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Lighting options

2
On/Off

3
permanent, door opened, disabled

3
permanent, door opened, disabled

Defrosting

No
The "winter" function guarantees the functioning of a heating element
which increases the temperature inside the cellar when needed

Auto-defrost
In the case of a forced functioning with cold production during 8
hours (very hot outside environment), the compressor stops
working and enables a natural defrost

Auto-defrost
In the case of a forced functioning with cold production during 8 hours
(very hot outside environment), the compressor stops working and
enables a natural defrost

Frost protection

No

No

Double frost protection (1-temperature)

Standby mode

Yes
The screen displays successively "OFF" and the inner cellar temperature

Yes
All the control panel indicators turn off.
Quick understanding of the standby mode by the user
Aesthetic mode for the glass door

Yes
All the control panel indicators turn off.
Quick understanding of the standby mode by the user
Aesthetic mode for the glass door

Warranty

2 years

2 years

5 years
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SHELVES

Shelves offer

Storage shelf

Bordeaux Storage shelf

Sliding shelf

Sliding degustation shelf

Several types of shelves adapted to each need

AXUH2B
77 bottles
weight maxi: 100 kg

AXUH
77 bottles
weight maxi: 100 kg

Solid oak
Built-in label holder

AXBH
78 bottles
weight maxi: 100 kg

Solid oak
Built-in label holder

ACMS universal
with "Main du Sommelier"
12 bottles

ACVH
20 bottles

Several types of shelves adapted to each need

AXUH2W
77 bottles
weight maxi: 100 kg

Stainless steel with epoxy
paint
Built-in label holder , in
solid oak

Stainless steel with epoxy
paint
Built-in label holder, in
solid oak

Solid oak
Glossy black frontage
Removable bottles identifiers

Solid oak
Light oak frontage
Removable bottles identifiers

ACMS2B
with "Main du Sommelier"
12 bottles

Stainless steel with epoxy paint
Glossy black frontage
Removable bottles identifiers

ACMS2W
with "Main du Sommelier"
12 bottles

Stainless steel with epoxy paint
Light oak frontage
Removable bottles identifiers
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Articulated presentation option for
ACMS shelf

AOPRESAR
32 bottles

Stainless steel with epoxy
paint

Magnum Sliding shelf

ACGMS
Equipée "Main du
Sommelier"
7 bottles

Stainless steel with epoxy
paint
Built-in label holder, in
solid oak

Presentation shelf

ACPH
22 bottles

Solid oak
Built-in label holder

Champagne sliding shelf

ACHH
10 bottles

Solid oak
Stainless steel with epoxy
paint
Built-in label holder

Main du Sommelier

Body in two materials to
absorb vibrations and
protect your bottles

AOPRESAR2
32 bottles

Stainless steel with epoxy
paint
Glossy black or light oak
frontage
Removable bottles identifiers

Body in two materials and
reinforced support area to
absorb vibrations and protect
your bottles.
User friendly setting of the
bottle
Removable bottles

Pictures
Erasable felt-tip marker

